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  We use cookies to analyze our traffic, provide social media features and personalize content and ads.

If you want to decide which types of cookies will be used, press "Select cookie types". You can find more information in our Cookie page
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      Privacy Overview
    
  	We also provide information about the use of our website to entities such as social media, advertisers, and companies providing data analysis services. Cookies are divided into: necessary cookies, performance cookies, and advertising cookies. We use the necessary cookies regardless of your consent. They are necessary for the website to function and cannot be switched off in our systems..

When you visit any website, it stores or retrieves information on your browser, mostly in the form of cookies. This information is about you, your preferences or your device and is mostly used to make the site work as you expect it to. The information can give you a more personalized web experience. Because we respect your right to privacy, you can choose not to allow some types of cookies. Click on the different category headings to find out more and change our default settings. However, blocking some types of cookies may impact your experience of the site and the services we are able to offer. We use some types of cookies regardless of your consent. They are necessary to establish and maintain communication transmission over the electronic communications network, as well as to provide the online communication service explicitly requested by you.

NETCONOMY GmbH, Bahnhofgürtel 77-79 / 7, 8020 Graz, Austria („NETCONOMY GmbH” or “we”) will be the controller of your personal data.

By clicking "Accept all cookies" you agree to our use of all the previously mentioned types of cookies.

  	  

  



            
  
    Strictly Necessary Cookies
    
      These cookies are necessary for the website to function and cannot be switched off in our systems. They are usually only set in response to actions made by you which amount to a request for services, such as setting your privacy preferences, logging in or filling in forms. You can set your browser to block or alert you about these cookies, but some parts of the site will not then work.
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          If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you will need to enable or disable cookies again.

        

        
                                              
    

    
  

  
            
  
    Performance Cookies
    
      These cookies allow us to count visits and traffic sources so we can measure and improve the performance of our site. They help us to know which pages are the most and least popular and see how visitors move around the site. All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. If you do not allow these cookies we will not know when you have visited our site and will not be able to monitor its performance.
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          Please enable Strictly Necessary Cookies first so that we can save your preferences!
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